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Meese Visit Set For
Hastings Library Opener
by AI Bromberger
Edwin Meese III, a key advisor to
President Ronald Reagan, will speak at
Hastings Tuesday,October 27 to
dedicate the new library, and large
numbers of students opposed to the
choice of Mr. Meese have begun
organizing to voice their displeasure
over his selection as speaker.
Details of the protest are still unclear,
but organizers said that the protests
would include: a demonstration, rally,
and press conference the morning of
Meese's visit; a petition signed by
students opposed to the selection of
Meese; and an educational forum a few
days before the speech to address
specific issues involved in the choice of
Meese.
The Associated Students of Hastings
(ASH) sent letters both to Meese and to
Dean Bert S. Prunty, asking them to
reconsider the invitation as inappropriate in light of student opposition.
Prunty acknowledged the opposition to
Meese, but said it was "unfair to single
Meese out and make this a political
event when it isn't. Anyembarassment
would be counterproductive to the
goals we all share at Hastings." He admitted that students had not been consulted on the choice 0 f a speaker, since
there was "too much planning to include everyone we'd like to"; but he
hope.d that the problems over Meese's
selection "would not impede" the process of improving communication with
students. Student leaders noted that the
absence of any consultation with
students was typical of administrative
decision-making at Hastings.

Meese was invited to speak at Hastings by a fellow member of the Board of
Directors of the Hastings College of
Advocacy, to which he has belonged
for many years. When the offer was
made to the Dean's office, "We just
couldn't tum down such an important
speaker," Prunty said. He added that
Meese has been asked to meet with
students while he is at Hastings, but
that no commitment to do so has yet
been made. Student opposition to
Meese is based on a large number of
complaints. Among them:
The absence of any student participation in the selection of a speaker.
The fact that Meese represents the
Reagan policies, including substantial
cutbacks in legal aid to the poor,
wholesale changes and restrictions in
student aid, and an increased militarist
stance by the U.S. in international affairs.
The fact that the new building in
which the library is located was built
only after low-income and elderly
residents were evicted from the site.
They did so partially in reliance on
Hastings' promise to provide a legal
clinic to serve them, a promise which
has not been fulfilled. The selection of
Meese is seen as an attempt to add insult
to injury to these people.
However, not all students are opposed to Meese's selection. Sam Hoffman,
President of the Hastings Republicans
said that, "Ed Meese is an influential
advisor to the President; he was chief of
staff to Mr. Reagan when he was
Governor of California and he is a
longtime California resident; all factors
which render him eminently qualified

Board Responds to Cuts,
Student Fees Raised
by Dave Sbontz
The Hastings Board of Directors
voted unanimously at their September
18th meeting to increase Spring
semester student fees by $112.50. This
fee hike will bring Spring quarter fees to
$526.50 for residents and $1966.50 for
non-residents. The fee hike will bring
an additional $174,000.00 into the
school's coffers, partially offsetting a
$300,000.00 reduction in 1981-82 state
general fund appropriations.
The reduction was imposed by the
State Legislature during budget hearirtgs earlier in the year. Hastings was
not directed to cut any particular pragrams, but was told to increase the "expected savings target" by $300,000.
In his presentation to the Board, Law
School Dean Bert S. Prunty said that
the Legislature imposed the reduction
with the "expectation and understanding that part of it would be made up
through student fee increases." Hal
Geiogue, the principle education
analyst for the Office of the State
Legislative Analyst, pointed out after
the meeting that the Legislature did not
require a student fee increase. "It was a

deliberate decision to leave that choice
up to the institution," he said.
When queried by Board member
(and fonner state assemblymember)
John Knox whether the fee increase
would seriously affect the ability of
students to remain at Hastings, Dean
Prunty replied, "I hope not. I think
not."
Even student leaders seemed relatively unalarrned. "I can't argue too much
with it," ASH President Marvin Blakely said later. "Hastings really had no
choice."
The Chainnan of the Board, former
California Supreme Court Justice A.F.
Bray commented that when he attended
Hastings, fees were $10 a semester for
residents and $20 a semester for nonresidents.
Prunty told the Board that the rest of
the funding shortfall will be absored by
not filling employee vacancies as they
occur and by "minimizing administrative expenses." The recent
renegotiation of the student health plan
is also expected to generate some additional savings.
continuM on page 8

to officiate at the dedication. Now as to
Mr. Meese's policies; I can't honestly
tell you that I endorse every element of
the Administration's program, but I
believe he has the right to speak here
nonetheless. "
Due to the start of the ceremony at
11:00 a.m., several changes have been
made in the daily class schedule. All
morning classes on October 27 will
commence at the half-hour rather than
at forty minutes past the hour. Thus
classes that start at 8:40 a.m. normally,
will start at 8:30 a.m. and will dismiss at
9:20 a.m. This schedule will continue
until 10:55 a.m., when classes that
started at 10:30 a.m. will be dismissed
in order to allow those involved to attend the ceremony.
At press time, Mr. Meese was tentatively scheduled to meet with a group of
five members of the student body at
9:30 a.m. The Law News has learned
that a single individual from a legal services organization may be selected to
represent the interests of the student
body at that proposed meeting.
The ceremony itself is scheduled to
last only about one-half hour, and the
regular schedule will pertain from II :30
a.m. on. For those who are unable to be
seated in the Old Commons, a simulcast of the ceremony will be available in
the Main Reading Room of the third
floor library at 198 McAllister.

Schedule of Events
Tuesday, Oct. 27,1981
8:30a.m.
Classes scheduled to start at
8:40 will commence.
9:20a.m.
Classes started 8:30 a.m.
dismissed.
9:30 a.m.
Meese schedule to meet
with student body
representatives
Classes scheduled to start
at 9:40 a.m. commence.
10:20 a.m.
Classes started at 9:30 a.m.
dismissed.
10:30 a.m.
Meese to meet with
members of press
Classes scheduled to start
at 10:40 a.m. commence.
10:55 a.m.
Classes started at 10:30 a.m.
to be dismissed.
11:ooa.m.
Dedication ceremony
scheduled to commence.
11:30a.m.
Ceremony scheduled to end.
11:40 a.m.
Class schedules return to normal for remainder of day.

Interview with new Dean

Woody Outlines
Proposed Changes
by AI Bromberger
Wayne Woody, Hastings' new
Academic Dean, released the latest
details of this year's administrative
reorganization. In an interview with the
Law News he also opposed changes in
student-faculty relations.
The reorganization, which began this
summer, includes the creation of two
new AsSOCiate Dean positions, now
held by Professors Richard Cunningham and Mary Kay Kane, to work
with the new Academic Dean.
According to information released
by the Dean's office, it appears the
Associate Deans will handle many
functions requiring day-ta-day decisions, while Woody will oversee programs which are run by subordinate
Directors who handle their daily operation. This will give Dean Woody a
chance to study Hastings as an institution without getting bogged down by
details at this early point in his tenure.
Dean Woody, who comes to
Hastings from Tulane University in
New Orleans, also told the Law News
that he sees no reason to change the cur-

rent structure of the Student-Faculty
Committees, which he WIll oversee. The
structure has been criticized by students
because it gives the faculty twice the
number of representatives as students
have on each committee. Student
representatives are selected by the
Associated Students of Hastings
(ASH). The faculty is free to ignore
comllllttee recommendations if it so
chooses.
Dean Woody told the Law News that
there is "no value" to increasing student representation, since "the faculty
are the permanent residents to whom
long-term policy-making is properly
entrusted." Dean Woody noted that
faculty control of policy-making is an
important factor in accreditation decisions by the State Bar. He claimed that
therre was "some weakness" in the
area of faculty control before Dean
Burt Prunty arrived, but that things are
"much better" now.
Dean Woody also opposed any move
to open faculty meetings to students.
continued on
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Opinions and Editorials
OPINIONS/EDITORIAL POLICIES

EDITORIAL
The announcement that Counsel to
the President Edwin Meese III will be
the keynote speaker at the dedication
ceremonies October 27 for the new library raises serious questions ofpropriety and communication. The Law
News wonders if the impact of the decision outweighs any potential gains to be
made from it. .
While the Law News supports the
right to free speech that Mr. Meese is
entitles to, we are disturbed as to why he
was invited in the first place. The current atlministration in Washington has
embarked on a course of fiscal and philosophical conservatism that seems to
strike at the heart of many programs
now active at Hastings and in our communities. For example, there is a distinct coolness to any further government activism in the field of civil rights
and legal support to the underrepresented. Opposition to the Voting Rights
Act and similar legislation grows in influence without any countering expression from the Executive branch. Ku
Klux Klan and Nazi activity is increasing, yet the administration that Mr.
Meese represents seems oblivious to
acts that threaten the American concept
of tolerance. While claiming that budget cuts are due to needed constraints
and the desire to "get the government
off our backs," Mr. Meese's employer
supports the shrill cries on Capital Hill
for the intrusion of government, at
whatever expense, into the wombs of
every female capable of childbearing in
this country.
On his own, Mr. Meese has sought to
trivialize the work done for all Americans by reducing the American Civil
Liberties Union to, in his own words,
"the criminals' lobby." We never knew
that the ACLU spent all its time, or
even as much as the Liberty Lobby or
the National Rifle Asociation, twisting
the arms of "targetted" congresspersons. We are also sure that those the
ACLU have ensured received a fair trial
and who have been acquitted are happy
to know that while our ideals and entire
system of justice say they are free people, in Mr. Meese's eyes, they are still
something a jury of their peers refused
to label them: "Criminals."

The Law News recognizes that Mr.
Meese has ties to Hastings through the
College of Advocacy and through his
years of friendship with individuals
here. However, he has now risen to
such a position as to represent far more
than an attorney who has merely ' 'gone
far." When he steps to the podium, he
will for many students, faculty, staff,
and guests represent an administration
and philosophy that casts a dark spectre
over the lives of millions of Americans.
We would also like to point out that
the ceremony in question is one to dedicate a library. Frankly, we are disturbed
at the lack of communications between
the student body and the school administration that has arisen over the
dedication of a place devoted to communication in multiple forms . Since the
vast bulk of users at the library, remarkable enough, are students, we
would be interested in learning why no
student organizations were contacted
concerning their feelings about a dedicatory speaker for what could best be
called "our" library . It is the students
who use a library that give it life and
usefulness . The Law News feels that as
present representatives of students past
and future, the students of Hastings
should have had at least some sort of
chance to communicate their feelings
about the dedicatory speaker. We
might have even approved of the selection ofMr. Meese. But then we never
had the chance.
This apparent failure to inform
before the fact makes the Law News
wonder about the pledge of Dean Burt
S. Prunty to "open up" communications with the student body. Here, it
seems, was a golden opportunity to
show mutual confidence and respect
for student-administration lines of
communication by allowing at least for
input from the student body to the decision process. By failing to take advantage of the opportunity, and by announcing a speaker to dedicate a core
resource of the justice system who
represents a line of thought that many
see as inimicably opposed to that system, the shining day of dedication has
taken on a great deal of tarnish.

Guest Opinion

The PLO-NLG Connection
by Bill Friedman

"This is one pair of Jewish balls
you're not going to cut off," intoned
Abraham Cady during a chance encounter with Dr. Adam Kelno in the
men's room adjacent to Queen's Bench
VII. The two men crossed paths
because Abraham Cady had written a
book on the Holocaust which described
in vivid detail the hundreds of sterilization "experiments" performed by Dr.
Kelno on human subjects in Nazi concentration camps. Kelno, alleging that
everything said about him was untrue,
had brought a libel action against Cady
and the arguments were heard in QB
VII. Of course, Kelno v. Cady never
took place beyond Leon Uris' novel,
but the story underscores some horrendous truths about our own "modem"
generation.
In view of recent history, it seems
that the need for a Jewish state is selfevident, that the Jewish people are entitled to their national liberation. Yet
many right here at Hastings would
disagree with this assertion. Some are
even quire convinced that Zionism is

racism. Personally, I find it rather
strange that what the Cubans, Angolans, or Algerians do is called "national
liberation" but when the Jews do
precisely the same thing is called
"racism."
At this point, enter the National
Lawyers' Guild. (Naturally, they support everyone's right to disagree, but
not with them.) The NLG. is an open
and notorious supporter of the Palestine Liberation Organization, a group
of terrorists whose avowed aim is the
complete destruction of the State of
Israel and its replacement with some
type of PLO-run state.
A couple of years ago, as I recall, the
NLG brought Hassan Ra'aman, a PLO
"information" officer, to U.C. San
Diego to explain the PLO program. He
explained that it was perfectly fair to
force all Jews who did not reside in
Palestine prior to 1917, the date of the
Balfour Declaration, to leave. (Where
they would go is anybody's guess.) Of
course, those Jews allowed to stay
would be entitled to become citizens of
the new "secular, democratic state of
continued on page 3

The Law News solicits viewpoints for its Opinion and Editorials pages from all
members of the Hastings community. Other than Law News editorials, the opinstaff: but
ions and points of view expressed are not those of the Law News ･､ｩｴｾｲ｡ｬ＠
are solely those of the individual writer. We strongly encourage wIlters to either
respond directly or to write the Law News letters column.

LETTERS TO
THE LAW NEWS
[The Law News has received correspondence on three subjects. The first
two letters concern changes in the
LEOP Director's status, which we
reported on in the first issue of this year.
The second two were written regarding
the upcoming visit by Counsellor to the
President, Edwin Meese III. The third
area regards policies and actions in the
Student Records Office.-Ed.)
Dear Mr. Blakely:
I read your comments regarding the
Director of LEOP, Ms. Bernadette
Hartfield, in the September 1, 1981
issue of the Hastings Law News. The
newspaper indicated that you had "attacked the administration over the issue
(of teaching by the director of LEOP)
calling it an unprecedented move which
will burden the LEOP administration
unnecessarily.' ,
The previous LEOP director, Mr.
Raymond O'Campo, was the director
both of Legal Research and Writing
and LEOP. He also taught Legal
Research and Writing sections. In order
to provide more emphasis in the LEOP
program this position was split into two
directorships and Ms. Bernadette Hartfield, a very talented litigator from San
Francisco, was hired.
It has always been a possibility for a
person who is the director of LEOP to
teach and in fact it was a reality when
Mr. O'Campo was the director of
LEOP and when Professor Lee Jordan
was the director. It is important to
utilize talented teachers who are also
administrators in the classroom. This is
good foc the teacher in that it gives them
different contact with students and it is
CONTEST!!!!!!!!!CONTEST!!!!!!!!
It's obstensibly Fall, and so out come
two mutual phenomena: Interview
Season and warm downtown temperatures. We can't get even with the
weather when we're in our wool suits,
but we can get even with late, bored, insulting, dull, macho, elitist, and just
plain bad interviews and confusing interviewers. The Hastings Law News is
proud to announce its:

"First Annual
'MOMMIE DEAREST' TELL-ALL
INTER VIEW CONTEST"
Here's a chance not only to get mad,
but you can get even, too! Tell the Law
News about the worst, and also the
best, of this year's interviews that you
have had. Tell us about the most insulting rejection letters and the ones
who let you down with a smile. Let us
know who seemed to care about you
and about their films, and who didn't.
We'll print the best of what we get, on a
continuing basis, if needs be. Above all,
tell us with whom you interviewed.
Maybe they need to be told how they
stand in their class! Anonymity is
respected, so you have no excuse, write
it down right now, and send it to:
"Tell All"
Hastings Law News
and put it into our box in the 198 McAllister basement typing room or in
Locker 799.

good for the program because it provides more integration for the program
into the mainstream of the law school.
Ms. Hartfield was asked to assume a
teaching role because she had indicated
her interest in teaching in one of the
fields of her expertise.
I believed it was important to provide
a teaching opportunity for her as she is
a very talented lawyer. After rigorous
screening by the faculty appointments
committee she was given an adjunct
faculty appointment for this year. One
of the considerations by the committee
and the Deans was her administrative
duty and leadership role in LEOP.
After a full discussion between Ms.
Hartfield, the appointments committee
and myself it was decided that her
teaching would assist the development
of the LEOP program.
I disagree with you on two levels.
One, I think that you are wrong in indicating that this is an unprecedented
move. You should consider the history
of teaching by the last two directors of
LEOP. You are wrong when you indicate that this will burden the LEOP
administration unnecessarily. Ms.
Hartfield is an excellent administrator
and after one year of program administering she is able to add to her
workload without diminishing the
LEOP administration.
I think you are wrong to criticize
directly on the front page of the Law
News a move which I am sure you were
unable to discuss with Ms. Hartfield. If
you had discussed with Ms. Hartfield
her new teaching position I am sure she
would have indicated to you that she
felt that it would not burden LEOP administration, and that it was important
for the LEOP program.
If you consulted with Ms. Hartfield
and decided anyway to make the statement which appeared on the front page
of the Law News, I understand that we
have an honest disagreement as to what
is best for the future of LEOP.
Sincerely,
Barbara A. Caulfield
Professor of Law
Dear Professor Caulfield,
In response to your letter of
September 9, 1981, I acknowledge only
that we have a disagreement with
regard to Bernadette Hartfield serving
in the dual capacity of Legal Educational Opportunity Program (LEOP)
Director and Adjunct Faculty. I find
the appointment questionable for the
following political and non-political
reasons:
1) As you pointed out in your letter,
former LEOP Directors have taught at
Hastings College of the Law. You indicate that the LEOP Director who
preceeded Ms. Hartfield directed
LEOP, directed the Legal Writing and
Research Program, and taught as well.
In the very next sentence of you letter
you state "in order to provide more emphasis in (sic) the J-EOP program this
position was split into two directorships." Ironically, you fail to
acknowledge the logical extension of
your statements: the position of LEOP
Director at Hastings College of the Law
is a full-time position.
continued on page 3
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What's the Difference
Letters

Bar Review Courses:
Philosophy is the Key
by Dana Drenkowski
Students facing Bar exams in a state
with one of the lowest pass rates in the
country are turning increasingly to the
aid of commercial Bar review courses to
teach them what they need to know to
pass, or to give them the confidence
they need. Hastings students are no exception to this trend.
Competition is fierce between the
two recognized leaders offering Bar
review courses here in California. Most
students at Hastings select courses offered either by BAR/BRI or BRC.
According to the firms themselves
Hastings students are almost even
split in their choice of the two. Limited
surveys indicate most students making
their choices on the basis of which one
their friends are taking or which ones
their friends are student representatives
for. This writer, in a series of interviews
and studies, tried to distinguish each, in
order to help other students (and
himself) decide.
One of the first things an investigator
realizes is that the courses are more
similar than they are different-at least
in externally observable areas.
Both courses are approximately
seven and a half weeks long, commencing in the first week of June for the late
July Bar (for purposes of this essay,
since Hastings is predominantly a May
graduation school, the February Bar
exam and reviews are disregarded).
Both exams have some sort of retake
offer for those students unlucky
enough to fail the summer Bar. Both
courses have hired some of the best
teachers of law available in some of the
fields they teach to students. In fact,
since the teachers are chosen for their
teaching skills rather than for their
prestige in other fields, such as writing
or politics, the Bar review teachers are
usually head and shoulders above their
average law school professor counterparts.
Both courses offer outstanding
outllnes for use both in the Bar review
courses and for use during the regular
school year. BRC offers the "Sum and
Substance" series, while BAR/BRI offers the famous "Gilberts" series.
Many graduates of various law schools
feel they owe their success in law school
to one or both of those outline series.
Both courses offer discounts to
students who plan to take Bar exams in
additional states, although BAR/BRI's
41 states and districts hold a substantial
edge over BRC's 14.
Both courses are remarkably similar
in their fee schedules, with courses going for just under $600 plus $60 book
deposit by November. Current offerings have BRC offering sign-ups before
October 23 a $535 rate, with only a $50
deposit, while BAR/BRI offers $550
through November 7, with a higher
$100 down payment for the whole
course, or $50 down payment for part
of BAR/BRI's options.
BRC and BAR/BRI emphasize their
awareness of test anxiety, although
their efforts to reduce that anxiety differ. BAR/BRI is working on a more
direct approach still in the experimental
phase involving a class session with a
psychologist teaching deep breathing
relaxation techniques with an eye
toward a form of self hypnosis, while at
the same time trying to eliminate anxiety through some practice testing. BRC
on the other hand goes directly to mass
testing exercises, emphasizing pacing
and concentration, eliminating anxiety
through repeated exposure. BAR/BRI
also offers a number of practice tests.
In order to encourage students to
take the tests, BRC requires students to
take a major percentage of its tests and
to attend 90 percent of its classes in
order to earn its guarantee of substantially reduced prices t or a second review

I;

continued from page 2

in the event the student needs to reexamine for the Bar. BAR/BRI leaves
it up to the student.
BRC advertises a Programmed
Learning System, in which the student
takes a practise test before starting the
formal course. The answers to the test
identify the student's weak areas in
order to give him/her an ｡ｷｲ･ｮｳｾ＠
of
which areas to work hardest in.
BAR/BRI apparently has nothing
comparable in this area, though its in
｣ｬｾｳ＠
tests show the same results, albeit
a little later.
The real differences between
BAR/BRI and BRC stem from very
profound philosophical departures in
their approach to students. BAR/BRI
used to advertise proudly that law
students were adults and did not have to
have anyone "hold your hand"
through school and the Bar exam.
Therefore, the student is expected to
discipline him/ herself to do the
assignments, take the tests, and pace
her/ himself. BRC on the other hand
takes the point of view that the poten:
tial Bar examinees are in need of individual aid and external study
discipline. Therefore, efforts are made
to make sure the students do their
assignments, attend the classes, and do
the tests. Individual help is emphasized
more as official policy in BRC offices
and classes. In short, BRC takes more
of a traditional view of its students as
students, while BAR/BRI takes the attitude that its students need only to be
given general aid and theory. Some
students will work better under one
system, while others will do better
under another, depending on each student's individual psyche.
Following their different approaches, BRC offers only what it
thinks the student needs to know for the
exam, hitting at it again and again,
while BAR/ BRI prides itself on offering more theory behind the law, letting
the student sort it out for him / herself in
the Bar exam.
In summary, the differences
include: "Gilberts" (BAR/BRI) vs.
"Sum & Substance" (BRC); 41 states
(BAR/ BRI) vs. 14 (BRC); basic law
continued on page 6

PLO·NLG Connection
continued from page 2

Palestine" in which "Moslems, Jews,
and Christians would be treated equally."
The NLG seems to think that this is
one of the many great ideas produced
byYasser Arafatand his gang of hoods.
Ironically, what the PLO has done in
Lebanon has not soured the NLG on
the PLO although it is obvious that if
the PLO had a free hand there, the
Christian Arabs would be sent packing
altogether, assuming that they were
allowed to live long enough to do so.
Arafat and company are interested, as
is now apparent, in spreading Moslem
domination further afield. Somehow
the NLG has no reason to fmd that this
type of activity is "racism."
Proof is on the table that the PLO
has no interest in either "secular,
democratic" states or in treating the
three major faiths equally. Clearly,
were the PLO ever to gain the upper
hand in the conflict, what they would
do to Israel would be the equivalent of
another Holocaust. But it seems to me
that the NLG can probably justify all of
this on the PLO's behalf, as well. After
all, if reality is properly perverted and
terms like "racism" and "nationalism" are twisted and contorted, then, in
the NLG "Weltanschauung," it is
perfectly all right for the PLO to shoot
every last Jew in the Middle East
because it is "progressive" for "nationalism" to triumph over "racism."
I am assured by the NLG and PLO

Surely the positions held by the
former directors were not and could not
have been split without an administrative decision that the position
ｾｦ＠
LEOP Director is a full-time positIOn. If this decision was not made when
the position was split initially, surely
the issue, to wit: is the position of
LEOP DirectOr a full-time position,
should have been addressed when Ms.
Hartfield "indicated her interest in
teaching." During Ms. Hartfield's first
year as LEOP Director, the LEOP Program expanded to include second and
third year colloquia, as well as a bar
preparation component. As both of
these long awaited components are in
the primary stages of development and
implementation, they must be closely
monitored, if they are intended to succeed. Furthermore, the increase in the
number of general students at Hastings
and the reciprocal increase in the
number ofLEOP students has created a
number of new problems for the LEOP
program, and consequently its Director. Paramount among these problems
is the acute shortage of tutors for the
LEOP program .
Yes, in my opinion, the position of
LEOP Director is a full-time position,
now more than ever, because an expanding and effective LEOP program
needs more resources, not less.
2) Politically, I find your letter
repugnant because you fail to grasp the
larger issue raised by this action. That
issue is the underrepresentation of
minority faculty at California's largest
law school.
As you pomt out Ms. Hartfield is a
talented litigator. Are there not other
talented minority litigators qualified
and available to teach at Hastings College of the Law? To ask such a question
is to answer it. The more difficult question is why did Hastings choose to make
yet another administrative shuffle
designed to achieve form over
substance?
Speaking in the statistical vernacular, Ms. Hartfield is now a "fourfour." I have no doubt that when the
administration appears at its next
budget hearing, Ms. Hartfield will be
counted four times within the statistics
reflecting the ethnic and sexual composition of the Hastings administration. She will be counted once as a
female administrator. She will be
that they are anti-Zionists, not antiSemites. Perhaps we should be thankful for their clever distinction between
the two "antis." It allows me to sleep at
night knowmg that Judaism is not
racism. Actually, anti-Zionism is merely the most contemporary manifestation of anti-Semitism. But these fancy
terms allow the PLO to go around indiscriminately murdering innocent
Israeli civilians because, let's get this
straight dear NLG, they are killing
Zionists, and that's okay, as opposed to
Jews, and that's (?) not okay, The
children of Ma 'alot will rest more comfortably knowing that they were
slaughtered not because they were
Jews, but because they were Zionists.
A few weeks ago, t\\ 0 Arabs, at least
one of them a PLO operative, tossed
some grenades into a Vienna synagogue
killing two and wounding twenty Jews
attending a Bar Mitzvah ceremony. Let
us see what new forms of doublespeak
the NLG dreams up to explain away
this act. They say they are not antiSemitic. Perhaps Nathan Fried (one of
the dead) donated some money to the
United Jewish Appeal and that makes
him a "Zionist." And Ulrike Kohut,
married eight months and expecting a
child, probably recited the words "next
year in Jerusalem" at Passover this
year. She certainly must have been a
Zionist.
The synagogues m San Francisco
must be hotbeds of Zionism. Virtually
every one has been graffitied 'With such
"progressive" slogans as, "Death to

counted again as a minority administrator. She will be counted once as
female faculty member. She will be
counted again as a minority faculty
member.
Your references to former LEOP
Directors imply that this action is in
keeping with a long standing Hastings
policy of using the position of LEOP
Director to promote affirmative action
in form, but not in substance. In form,
Hastings will have increased the
number of non-caucasoid faces 'W;thin
the administration by two while, in substance, the composition of the Special
Committee on Affirmative Action at
Hastings will reflect one tenured
minority faculty member, one minority
faculty member with one year of
teaching experience, and one newly and
timely manufactured adjunct minority
faculty member. In form, Hastings will
have increased the number of noncaucasoid faces within the administration by two while, in substance, no increase has occurred.
3) You attempt to rationalize Ms.
Hartfield's role as an instructor by
stating that it "is good for the (LEOP)
program because it provides more integration for the program into the
mainstream of the law school." Once
again you raise the issue but fail to
acknowledge its larger implications.
Regardless of how one chooses to
define "mainstream," are you saying
that the LEOP program and the LEOP
students constitute a separate entity
outside the "mainstream" of the
Hastings community? Are you saying
that the LEOP program needs to be
legitimized other than as a support
system for LEOP students? Are you
saying that the only way that the LEOP
Director can lend legitimacy to the program is by teaching in the "mainstream?" In my opinion, a program
that needs to be integrated into the
"mainstream" or, alternatively, a program seeking to establish its legitimacy,
would need the services of a full-time
director to achieve either of these goals.
In closing, I have problems with the
unprofessional nature and tone of your
letter. I will assume that in your capacity as the former Academic Dean you
had knowledge of the facts that I have
stated above. Because of this, there was
no reasonable basis for you to summarily conclude and reduce to writing
your opinion that I am "wrong" in
continued on page 4

the Jews-PLO" Where was the NLG
when our houses of worship were
descecrate? They didn't even bother to
put out one of their propangda communiques either denying or denouncing
the incidents. (They have been going on
all summer.) After all, they could have
had the common courtesy to at least say
something like, "The PLO meant to
write 'Death to the Zionists' on your
synagogue. The NLG regrets the error
and hopes that this will not interfere
with the free exercise of your religion,
although we personally are all atheists,
and we do hope you realize that the
PLO has a right, under the rule of Linmark Associates v. Willingboro to graffiti your house of worship because there
is no reasonable alternative medium for
the expression of these sentiments.
Please feel free to call us if you wish to
designate a reasonable time, place, and
manner for the desecration of your
synagogue. Give us ample notice to arrange for police protection, at taxpayer
expense, of course, to avoid any
unpleasant confrontations."
At any rate, the LG-PLO conneclion is indeed a worrisome one. It may
well be that the PLO having heard not
one word of dissent against any of its
actions from the NLG will decide to
start tossing a few grenades into some
synagogues in California. As Jews, we
",ill be prepared, because Ihere isn'l
anything someone hasn't done 10 us
already. The NLG would be wise to
whisper Abraham Cady's words into
the ears of the PLO.

Letters
continued from page 3

concluding that the assumption of new
duties by the present LEOP Director
will burden the LEOP program unnecessarily. We obviously have a
disagreement, a misunderstanding. In
short, I think we have a difference in
perspective. Surely, as an attorney, you
realize that a disagreement in and of
itself does not not warrant a presumptive conclusion that I am "wrong" and
you are right. If this was not evident to
you when you wrote your letter of
September 9th, it should be evident to
you now in light of the position I have
articulated above.
Sincerely,
Marvin Blakely
ASH President
Dear Dean Prunty:
The Associated Students of Hastings
(ASH) hopes to reverse the trend of the
last few years and to improve the quality and quantity of the dialogue among
students, faculty and the administration of Hastings.
A sad example of the absence of such ,
dialogue is the invitation to Mr. Meese
to speak at the Hastings Library dedication. As we presume you know, no student input was solicited before this invitation was extended.
For obvious reasons, the selection of
Meese is a controversial one. We don't
believe that controversiality alone
should dissuade the College from inviting someone to speak here. We do
believe that unnecessary controversy
should be avoided.
We anticipate, unfortunately, that
Mr. Meese's visit may provoke some
demonstrations. We fail to see how the
Hastings image with the public, with
alumni, or with current or prospective
students will be improved by television
shots of pickets, massed police, and the
scurrying of secret service agents.
ASH would like to believe that its input-had it been sought-might have
helped to make the dedication
ceremony one which would bring the
College community closer together. Instead, we fear that the day may be a sadly confrontational circus which will do
none of us any good.
The ASH Council has no pretentions
about trying to "run" the College; that
is your job. We are convinced that we
could make substantive contributions
in the decision-making process.
We hope you share our belief and
commitment to an improvement in
communications.
Sincerely,
Marvin Blakely
ASH President

Written at the specific request of the
ASH Council; September 18, 1981
cc: The Honorable Edwin C. Meese
Counselor to the President
1600 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. Meese:
The Associated Students of Hastings
(ASH) College of the Law is the student
government organization. The ASH
Council is the elected body which serves
as the student executive/legislative
body.
As you will note by the attached letter
to Dean Prunty, ASH is most concerned about an improvement in facultystudent communications here at
Hastings.
Both we and the Hastings administration are in an awkward situation: we because the accepted principle
of student involvement was not
honored; they because they would not
wish to renege upon their invitation.
You could get us both "off the
hook" by reconsidering your acceptance of Hastings' invitation. We hope
you will give this suggestion your
careful consideration.
Respectfully yours,
Marvin Blakely
ASH President
cc: Dean Bert Prunty
Dear Editor:
Life at Hastings can be frustrating,
especially if a student is caught between
the red tape and the bureaucracy.
However, if a student must work with
the Records Office then s/he had better
be prepared to face a wholly arbitrary
and discriminatory system. A student
in good with the Records Office will
generally accomplish his/her goals
without too much hassle. But, watch
out if you are not in good! One student
had a few words with the office over
some forms and later found out that the
office had given orders not to process
their form until everyone else's had
been done. Another student found out
that a note had been placed in their permanent file after a big complaint and
tiff with the office.
So if you're having a problem with
the Records Office, remember;
everything you say and do may be noted
and held against you in the future.
(Name Withheld by Request)
[The Law News has been informed that
due in part to efforts by ASH, and open
and frank communications, the situations described above have been
remedied.]

Announcements from the Academic Dean's Office
In an effort to have a wider range of
our student population aware ef things
going on in the Academic Dean's Office,
we have arranged with ｴｨｾ＠
Law News to
produce a short, regular column setting
out some of the current activities and
plans. We hope that this will open further channels of communication between our office and the student body.
We invite any thoughts you might have.
This month there are five items of
note. First, Associate Dean Cunningham
is continuing with the Records Office to
review and improve its procedures. We
expect to make additional improvements
in the Add/Drop and registration procedures, aided by a special student advisory committee to be appointed by
Associated Students of Hastings.
Second, as you may have heard, the
Admissions Office is getting an information retrieval system. This is not a computer per se, nor does it attempt to further quantify our admissions process.
Rather, it is an attempt to maintain better
control ('Ver all the documents that come
into our possession during the admissions process so that files do not get
delayed or temporarily lost because of an
inability to keep track of them.
Third, composite photographs of each
of the first-year sections will be available
for student purchase in early November.
Many students have requested the
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photos as a means of becoming better acquainted with members of their section.
A student mailing directory also will be
available in early November. Specific information regarding the photos and
directory will appear in the Hastings
Weekly.
Fourth, the Hastings Board of Directors at its regular meeting on September
18,1981, established the Graduation fee
at $25 in order to more closely approximate the actual expenses incurred. The
fee will be paid at the same time as other
fees for the Spring semester.
Fifth, the renovation of "The Tower"
at 100 McAllister for student apartments
is proceeding at a very rapid pace and
space may be available some time in Spring, 1982. Thus, we have asked ASH to
form a student committee to work with
Associate Dean Kane to discuss ideas or
thoughts about rules or regulations that
might govern the availability of the
apartments, as well as the conduct of
students on those premises. A questionnaire will be circulated to the entire student body in the very near future in an attempt to better assess the variety of
preferences in living arrangements that
exist. Please help us by filling out that
questionnaire. Further information as to
the actual availability of the apartments
will be forthcoming as soon as we receive
it.

Financial Aid System Hit By
Latest Washington Budget
By Andy Niemyer
The recent signing by the President
of the Omnibus Budget Act of 1981,
has brought numerous changes to the
financial aid system that affects
Hastings students. The Law News
recently spoke with Director of Financial Aid Thomas Wadlington, who
revealed the effects of the upcoming
changes.
The Guaranteed Student Loan program (GSL), which is the most utilized
aid package, was the hardest hit. Congress responded to criticisms that the
lack of need standard led to such
abuses as affluent students using their
loan money to speculate in various
stock, money, and commodity markets. The two Houses of Congress
agreed that if a student's sources of income (be it a spouse or their own self if
independent; or their parents if not) exceeded $30,000 a year, then the student
would be required to fulfill a "need"
test in order to receive financial aid.
But the responsible agency, the Department of Education, slated for destruction by the Reagan administration, has
not yet revealed any indication of a
standard.
Wadlington estimated that the new
standards would affect upwards of 10
to 12 percent of those students now
receiving financial aid at Hastings.
"Things could have been a whole lot
worse," Wadlington said, reflecting on
the original Republican proposal to
make all recipients meet a need test.
A further change will also take five
percent of the students' money away
from them and give it to the lending institution (read: bank) off the top as a
one-time "origination" fee. This was
initiated in response to pressure from
- the banking community based upon
their reluctance to loan money at from
seven to nine percent, well below the
bank lending rate.

The Budget Bill also calls for a 66
percent increase in the amount students
must repay each year, from $360 to
$600. This increase will most affect
those students who plan on serving in
the traditionally lower paying public
service sector, such as Legal Aid, socalled "store-front" offices, and many
groups providing affordable legal services to low income groups. It is feared
that students may seek higher paying
government or private sector jobs in
order to have the funds available to
repay their loans, thus cutting the
number of students entering the lower
paying areas, with a resulting decrease
in services provided to low income
groups.
Also affected will be the National
Direct Student Loan program (NDSL).
The NDSL funds have been cut
$100,000,000 this next year, down
from $286 million this previous year to
$186 million for the 1981-1982 year.
Wadlington said, however, that compared to many schools on the east
coast, Hastings would be less affected.
He forsaw at least a 30 percent cut in
these funds to Hastings, to be made up
in GSL's. However, many schools
back east may face cuts of up to twothirds of their NDSL funds due to the
formula used by the government to
allot funds for the program.
Wadlington told the Law News that
at the present time he was unaware of
any second and third year students who
were not returning due to financial
problems. However, he did point out
that some out-of-state students told
Hastings they would not attend due to
the State Legislature's increase in outof-state tuition from $2400 to $2880.
The State of California has also raised
the registration fee from $428 to $468
for in state students for the 1981-1982
school year.

Tender/oin Existence:
Fighting for Living Room
By Randy Shaw
We are all aware of the many
liabilities associated with spending
three years at Hastings. Many students
are not aware, however, that enrollment at Hastings provides a golden opportunity to become involved in one of
the most cohesive and politically active
neighborhoods of seniors and lowincome people in America-the
Tenderloin area of San Francisco.
Consider this: In the summer of
1980, the Hilton, Ramada Inn, and
Holiday Inn hotel chains each announced plans to construct 27 story
hotels in the Tenderloin. Construction
of the hotels would dramatically alter
the Tenderloin's residential character,
and would cause the displacement of
neighborhood residents through in"
creased property values causing higher
rents. The hotels, however, refused to
offer any compensation to the comm unity , for the expected negative social
and environmental effects of construction.
Tenderloin residents, however,
fought back and went to the mat with
the three national hotel chainsorganizing, lobbying, leafletting, and
attending public hearings. The result
was that for the first time in American
history, private corporations were forced to pay financial compensation as a
condition for construction on private
land. These funds, over 4 million
dollars, will be used by the community
to purchase several residential hotels,
thereby insuring that a permanent
number of housing units will remain for
low income people and seniors in the
Tenderloin.
Recent efforts made by Tenderloin

residents to preserve their community
should lay to rest the image of the community as a haven for drunks, drug
dealers, and prostitutes. Rather, as the
hotel chains learned, the Tenderloin is
primarily composed of seniors, the
disabled, ethnic minorities, and other
low income working people who have
found refuge in the Tenderloin as the
last place in San Francisco where they
could afford to live. The above groups
are accompanied in the Tenderloin by
over 2,000 children, and by a large settlement of Vietnamese and Cambodian
refugees.
Currently, Tenderloin residents face
another attempt by real estate
speculators to transform the community. Developers are seeking permits to
build a 22-story condominium complex
in the Tenderloin, as part of a overall
plan to create what they describe as
"Union Street East." To prevent this
and similar projects, Tenderloin residents have filed a petition with City
Hall to restrict building heights to 80
feet. The petition also seeks to change
the zoning of the neighborhood from
intensive commercial to residential.
Over 3000 residents signed petitions in
support of the zoning changes.
As part of the upcoming zoning battle, a community meeting was held
Wednesday October 7.
The Tenderloin Housing Clinic is
staffed entirely by Hastings students
and is now involved in this opportunity
to use the law to provide meaningful
change in the community. Students are
urged to take advantage of this opportunity to be part of an exciting experience by calling the Tenderloin
Housing Clinic at 776-8151.
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Library Improvements Help
Fill Student Needs
by Anne Cooper

The needs of the students will be served better by the new facility and the addition of two new National Reporter
systems, commented Head Librarian
Dan F. Henke on the recent additions
to the library at Hastings. "The two
new National Reporter systems in particular, should keep students from having to wait to use materials," he said.
The new building at 200 McAllister
was completed and opened for student
use in January of this year, Henke
noted, and will be dedicated by Counsel
to the President Edwin Meese III on
Tuesday, October 27. He explained that
the American Bar Association (ABA)
and the Association of American Law
Schools (AALS) recommended that
Hastings enlarge its library both in the
number of volumes and in the physical
size of the library itself. He said,
though, that there was no threat of
Hastings losing its accredited status; the
expansion of the facilities was just suggested in order to benefit the large student body.
At the time of the ABA's suggestion,
Hastings was one of only seven law
schools that spent less than 10 percent
of its budget on its library, Henke continued. (That figure can be compared
with UC Berkeley, which spends about
21 percent, and UC Davis, which
spends about 27 percent.) This
budgetary percentage has increased
from that low to the point where it is
"certainly in a satisfactory position,"
Henke said.
The infusion of new funds from the
California State Legislature enabled
Hastings to make the needed improvements in the library, Henke
noted, and the construction and expansion program more than satisfied the
suggestions made by the ABA. Securing these additional monies from the
state was "a remarkable feat on Dean
(Burt S.) Prunty's part because of the
stringency 0 f the state budget," he continued. The current condition of the
state budget is a matter of concern for
the public higher educational·system in
California, because when there is a
limited amount of money available in
the state budget, it is hard to secure
enough funds to have effective education, Henke said.
Henke explained that the College
had approached the Legislature with a
set library expansion plan in mind.
"We're hopeful it (the current expansion) will be part of a five year program

for improvement of the library," he
said. "We hope to enhance curriculum
support, " he explained, which involves
the ability to purchase serials, treatises,
and looseleaf materials in appropriate
areas. Henke stressed the need for
Hastings to support the college publications: the Law Journal, Constitutional
Law Quarterly, International and
Comparative Law Review, and Comment. "We feel that we should have
necessary materials for research in
these areas," he said.
Following completion of the major
portions of the library improvement
program, Hastings' facilities have improved to where the library is now one
of about the top 25 among law schools
in the country, Henke said. Hastings
was able to report to the ABA and
AALS that it, as of June 30,1981, had
302,676 volumes and equivalents, he
noted.
With the help of the additional
funds, the library was also able to add
the Research Libraries Network
(RUN) to the college's computer
system, he said. The RUN connects
Hastings with major eastern law
schools with comparative and international law collections. As more and
more law schools put their materials into the computer, the number of resources available to law students across
the country will dramatically increase.
"It is impossible for anyone library,
and that includes the Library of Congress and the Harvard Law Library, to
acquire all legal materials," Henke explained, so libraries have entered into
cooperation to supply others with the
,materials that they need.
The Hastings faculty library was not
affected in the library expansion program, Henke said. "It will be continued
as it was," he explained, "it is just a
basic working library and doesn't need
to be enriched ."
"I think we have probably the best
collection in the Bay Area of federal
and state legislative history materials,"
Henke said, which helps in work
relating to statutory construction.
Hastings was designated as a federal
depository in 1972 in cooperation with
the Supreme Court of the State of
California. Originally, it was only a
loan of designation made to Hastings
by the California State Supreme Court,
but when in 1978 a bill making all accredited law schools depositories passed, the Court allowed Hastings to gain
title to all of the loaned materials.

Faculty Ratings Mixed
in new PACE Evals
by AI Bromberger

Hastings' faculty members were
given mixtd reviews by their students
on last year's Professor and Course
Evaluation (PACE) survey by the
Academic Dean's Office. Faculty
members were graded in several areas
of professional and teaching expertise
by students who filled out questionaires
at the end of last year's classes. The
results were tabulated by computer.
Copies of the results were available d uring Add/Drop and will be kept in the
Library for interested students'
perusal. Students' written comments
which were not made available earlier'
may also be seen in the Library.
'
The "Top Ten" Faculty members
(highest average rating in all categories)
were: Blum, Diamond, Downs, Forman, Lathrope, Maier, Marchiano,
Rossman, Schlessinger, and Sullivan.
It is not clear whether PACE will be
done again this year. Althought it is a
"tradition" at Hastings, funding for
the project has been a problem. At one
time it was funded through ASH, but
was taken over when ASH withdrew
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financial support and the project was
about to fold.
The Student-Faculty Committee
which oversaw the project has been
eliminated this year. Academic Dean
Woody has not indicated whether or
not the evaluation will continue as
before, but Associated Dean Cunningham has been given responsibility for
Course Evaluations under this year's
reorganization.

BAR/BRI v. BRC
continued from page 3

(BRC) vs . general theory (BAR/BRI);
imposed study discipline (BRC) vs. selfdiscipline (BAR/ BRI); general program (BAR/ BRI) vs. programmed
learning (BRC); less structured
(BAR/ BRI) vs. structured approach
(BRC).
Choices between the two courses depend upon the individual's own needs.
This writer cannot emphasize enough
the fact that the real difference between
the two courses is in the motto: "We
can't hold your hand," (BAR/BRI).
BRC offers to do just the opposite.

Arts, Leisure
and Events
DANCE
HENRY HARRIS GREEN, A
Theater Dance Company, under the artistic direction of Ellen Bromberg,
presents an evening of company repertory at the East Bay Center for the Performing Arts, 1819 Tenth Street,
Berkeley, Ca. Admission will be $4.50
general, $2.50 for seniors and students,
$1.50 for children, November 19 and 20
at 8 p.m.
The evening will present works by
John Henry, Ellen Bromberg and Beth
Harris. CONCIERTO, by John Henry,
with music by Manuel de Falla and
Enrique Granados, is based on the
music and culture of Spain and conjures up a sensuous and poetic landscape. FRAGMENTS, by Ellen Bromberg, performed to an original tape collage, portrays a woman who lives in a
world clouded with memories and fantasies. PORTRAIT II, also by Ms.
Bromberg, depicts the disillusionment
of a man who diligently follows
society's dictates for success, only to
discover that following the rules
doesn't necessarily win the game.
DARK OF THE MOON, by Beth Harris, with music by Walter Carlos,
presents a vision of darkness and
sculptural tranquility. Closing the evening will be a premiere by Ms. Bromberg
entitled THESAURUS REX, with
music by Dave Schrader. This work
takes a look at the humorous overtones
and subtle changes in meaning of common synonyms in the English language.

DANCE
San Francisco Dance Management
will present the Margaret Jenkins
Dance Company's Fall performances
Friday and Saturday evenings, November 13th and 14th, 20th and 21st. The
evenings will be exploratory and informal. In collaboration with musicians
and the poet Michael Palmer, the Company will offer new work as well as
selections from the repertory in unfamiliar combinations and settings.
Ms. Jenkins will introduce each evening's performance and will solicit comments and questions from the audience
to foster greater understanding of
work's structure and the compositional
process.
The Margaret Jenkins Performance
Space is located at 1590 15th Street (at
Mission) in San Francisco. The curtain
time is 8:30 P.M. Tickets are $6.00. For
information and reservations or to
charge tickets by phone call 863-9636.

DANCE
On November 13, 14 and 15, the Performing Arts Forum will present four
works by choreographers Cliff Keuter
and Elina Mooney at the Performance
Gallery of San Francisco, 17th and
Shotwell Streets. Included will be the
premiere of a new work by Ms.
Mooney.
Keuter and Mooney recently moved
to the West Coast after working in New
York for fifteen years, where each
directed an independent company.
Both have created works for numerous
American and international dance
companies, including Bat-Dor of
Israel, the Nederlands Dans Theatre,
and the Australian Dance Theater.
Mooney will premiere a group work
to music of Stravinsky, Dvorak and
Saint-Saens, exploring romantic sensibility from varied perspectives. She
will also present "Atalanta: Dreams
a work based on the
and ｍ･､ｩｴ｡ｾｯｮｳＬＢ＠
classical "Atalanta" myth which was
first performed last year by the San
Francisco Moving Comparly, and
"Eliza Suite" , an often humorous look
at proto-typical images of women, performed to live music by Bay Area composer Gwendolyn Watson.
Keuter, who has for the past year

served as Co-Director of the Palo Alto
Dance Theater, has performed with a
wide array of important American
choreographers in the course of his
career, including Paul Taylor, Pearl
Lang, Lucas Hoving, and with the
Tamiris/Nagrin Company from 1962
to 1965. In the upcoming Performing
Arts Forum he will present a newly recreated version of "Woman's Song", a
piece dedicated to the memory of Helen
Tamiris, one of America's foremost
choreographers and a former teacher of
Mr. Keuter's. "Woman's Song", to
music by George Frederich Handel, has
been performed in earlier versions in
Israel, Canada, and in numerous cities
in the United States.
The Performing Arts Forum, a
monthly series of performances by contemporary Bay Area artists now in its
fifth season, is sponsored by San Francisco's Oberlin Dance Collective. Performances begin as 8:30p.m. Forinformation, reservations or charge-byphone call 863-1002.

THEATRE
The Magic Theatre announces the
World Premiere of PASSING SHOTS
by Stephen Yafa, the second pla.y ofthe
15th season of new works by modern
playwrights. PASSING SHOTS was
originally produced in one-act form at
the 1976 Bay Area Playwrights Festival
and was published in the 1977 edition of
WEST COAST PLAYS. Directed ,by
PASSING
Albert
Takazauckas,
SHOTS takes a satiric swing at the
sensibilities of the suburban tennis set
as they move between the tennis court
and the big-business therapy seminar in
their attempt to win the game of life.
Previews run Wednesday-Saturday,
November 4 through November 7.
PASSING-SHOTS opens Wednesday,
November 11 and continues Thursdays-Sundays through December 20.
There will be two matinees on Sunday,
December 6, and Sunday, December
13, both at 2:00 P.M. All other performances are at 8:30 P.M.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Two East Coast photographers,
Larry Fink and Joel Sternfeld, exhibit
their images of contemporary people at
the San Francisco Museum of Modern
Art, opened Friday, October 23.
Both Sternfeld and Fink use a flash
extensively to photograph people. In
"The Black Tie Series," Larry Fink
.shoots high social events-at exclusive
clubs, art openings and debutante balls.
Unlike these dramatic images of society, Joel Sternfeld's photographs reflect
the common street scene. His, according to the artist, is a "choreography of
pedestrians" in color. Using a flash to
control extreme light and shadow, Fink
isolates aspects of people, especially
hands and faces. Two men wearing tuxedos whisper in one another's ear, the
profile of one casts a deep shadow over
the other's face. Sternfeld uses a flash
during daylight to highlight his subjects, setting them off from their urban
background. They are people who bustle down busy streets, avoiding eye contact and touch. The two photographers
expose the element of isolation in contemporary urban America especially
through their use of flash.
The exhibition continues through
November 29.
continued on page 7
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Prunty Replies to
Meese Criticism
(The Law News, like all Hastings community members, received a copy of the
following letter at press time.-Ed.)
Dear Mr. Blakely:
As you know, I share your desire to
improve communication and dialogue
among all segments of the Hastings
Community. It is especially important
for ASH and the college administration
to insure that all the students of
Hastings receive full and accurate information regarding college activities
and plans. If you will join me in combatting efforts to misinform our students, together with inertial tendencies
not to inform at all, we will have served
our shared constituents well.
Dedication ceremonies are not recurrent events within most of our exposure
to institutional life. They are generally
viewed as incidental to programmatic
development and as crucial to fundraising activities and the ever-present
albeit latent desire for approval and accolade. They have never had significant
impact upon the reasons for student
presence at any institution; and it does
not occur to me that selection of "dedicatory" speakers is within the area of
seriously desired student input. You
may differ with this judgment and I certainly respect your right to do so, but I
do believe that, those who would frame
this issue for debate lack a constructive
agenda. Parenthetically, I find it interesting that, of the six people invited
to speak at our dedicatory events, only
one seems to have been mentioned to
you by your advisors.
The ASH Council and the students
they seek to represent are free to review
the process that led to Mr. Meese's invitation. It all came about quite naturally and was devoid of political, let
alone devious, intent.
Because the federal government provided more than four million dollars
for construction of the library building,
we thought a high-ranking federal official should be involved in its dedication.
Last year in a conversation with President Carter, I was assured that Shirley
Hufstadler, Patricia Harris or Moon
Landry would be available for the occasion. I can assume that none of these
would have incurred the disfavor of
your advisors. Circumstances changed
and the Hastings connection in Washington changed with them.
Edwin Meese has a long and productive relationship with Hastings. His
association with the College is much
older than yours or mine or the combination thereof. He has served this
institution with dedication and distinction. He has been an active member of
the Board of Directors of the Hastings
Center for Trial and Appellate Advocacy since 1972. He is the one person
most responsible for the founding of
the Hastings College of Criminal Justice. He recruited its first faculty and
provided its initial funding. Some of
those urging you to embarrass Mr.
Meese might be interested to learn that
the Criminal Justice College was conceived by him to provide superior training for those dedicated to the defense of
the indigent and that a number of the
faculty of the College have been members of the National Lawyers Guild or
the Criminal Defense Lawyers Association. Both of these liberal groups
among many others have viewed Mr.
Meese's Hastings projects with great
favor.
Edwin Meese's professional and
community service at Hastings also includes a significant effort while he was a
member of the Reagan Administration
in Sacramento. As one of a small number of truly dedicated public interest
lawyers, he recognized the ､･ｳｩｲ｡｢ｾｬｴｹ＠
of an effort to develop avenues to JUS-

tice for those denied court access by the
forboding forces of a pay-as-you-enter
legal system . He organized the Hastings
program on alternative dispute resolution methods. Today, we recognize this
as the still developing area of negotiation, settlement, arbitration and mediation that is an important hope of those
for whom the cost of justice has so long
been its denial. This was the largest program of its kind ever held in the West
(over 400 lawyers participated in it). It
was co-sponsored by Hastings with the
California Bar Association and it was
funded by virtue of the work of Ed
Meese. Without him, it would not have
occurred.
Against this established record, your
advisors assert that Meese is the architect of the demise of public support for
legal services to the poor and other
underrepresented. They tell us Mr.
Meese is the antithesis of the 'Hastings
image'. That he is an unrelenting undercutter of the legal profession. I tell you,
as one who knows the very serious responsibilities of the presidency of ASH,
that these voices are false. The Meese
record as a student at our sister institution in Berkeley, in his teaching at the
University of San Diego, in his government services and his service to
Hastings, is one of unbroken constructive dedication to the legal profession
and the open availability of its services.
I know of no authentic expression of
opposition by Mr. Meese to the delivery
of legal services. Since his White House
appointment, he has gone on public
record (commencement address at the
University of Delaware Law School) as
a strong advocate of a variety of responsible delivery systems for legal services. As I understand it, his opposition
to the Legal Services Corporation goes
to means rather than ends. Parenthetically, although I am on public record in
support of the Corporation, I have no
difficulty listening to or debating those
with different ideas. If the Legal Services Corporation is the issue, it would
seem to me that leadership among the
students would best serve by seeking a
dialogue with Mr. Meese on that subject, rather than by lending itself to the
uses of those seeking to damage the college. To that end I will work with you
immediately to establish a format for
such a dialogue and will request Mr.
Meese's participation.
As a final point in an overlong letter,
I must call your attention to a serious
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misstatement. Those preparing text for
the signature of a number of student
organizations have repeatedly stated
that a large number (" nearly 300
tenants, most of whom were elderly and
poor") of people were displaced from
their homes to make space for the new
library. This is untrue; and those
feeding the statement to our students
know it is untrue. The lie has been exposed before and it must be exposed
again . Not one residence was destroyed
and not one person displaced in this
construction.
It is my warmest hope that today's
unfortunate misunderstandings can be
used by all of us to develop a much
greater effort to communicate and to
do so honestly.
Sincerely,
Bert S. Prunty
Dean

ASH Election
Results
Elections to the Associated Students
of Hastings (ASH) have now been completed . ASH is the officially recognized
student government at Hastings. Among
its other functions, it allocates student
money and makes student appointments
to committees within the school. Elected
for the current academic year are:
Officers:

President: Marvin Blakely
Vice-President: Nancy Fong Wong
Treasurer: Thomas Yin
Third Yesr Representatives:
Leon Bonney, Petra Delesus-Bonney,
Brendan P. Brady, Mara RosalesCordova, Pat Higa, Graciella
Martinez-Moreno, Trina Miyashiro,
Sandra Roberts, Pat Takayama, Ingrid
Scott Webb (resigned)
Second Year Representatives:

Josette Chambers, Darren Foster, Brad
Fuller, Sandra Norman, David Rabin,
Mike Smith, Janet Suzie Sprake,
William Schlei, Terry Van Becker
First Yesr Representatives:

Wendy Block, Patrick Brooks, Sedrick
Chappell, Rick Chinn, RacheUe Chong,
Sarah Davis, Harry Dorfman, Tony
Hicks, Tony Smith, Derrick Walker

ADVEI'I'TURE SKILLS
FOR WOMEN
This adventure is designed to offer
those with little or no outdoor experience a way to explore and learn about
the wilderness in a mutually supportive
and introspective way. Our emphasis
will be to create a cooperative group
dynamic, where each individual can
safely explore and work through their
own self-set limits and fears in the wilderness, taking newfound strengths
back to be utilized in our day-to-day
lives. \Ve will incorporate a variety of
activities and new challenges as a way to
truly EXPERIENCE the wilderness
and ourselves. You will also learn the
basic fundamentals of backpacking
and campcraft during our two evening
pre-trip meetings. Led by two highly
qualified women, Mary Duffy and
Pam Ivy, who have extensive wilderness, climbing, backpacking and survi. val skills. RSVP, Chris, 661-8671.
Location : Sunol (East Bay)
Cost: $85 .00
Dates: November 21 and 22.
Two pre-trip meetings: ovember 17
and November 19, both at 7:30 pm.
$25 .00 non-refundable deposit due
November 9. Balance due first premeeting November 17th. (\\'omen
only; limited to 15)
FILM
16TH INTERNATIONAL TOURNEEOF ANIMATION -106 minutes
of the finest animated films produced
in 1980, consisting of twenty-two entries from all over the world. At Olney
Hall, Friday and Saturday, Nov. 20 and
21, 8:00 p.m., College of Marin, Kentfield. Tickets: $3.50. Information:
(415) 485-9385, 10:30 a.m. to 4:00
p.m., weekdays.
FILM
"THE PRESIDENT'S ANALYST"
- The president goes Insane in this film
starring James Coburn. At the Showcase Theatre, (behind the Civic Center),
in San Rafael. Thursday, Nov. 12,7:00
p.m. Tickets: $3.50 at the door.
FILM
"YELLOW SUBMARINE" - The
Beatles animated classic directed by
George Dunning, in the College of
Marin's weekly science fiction series.
Marin Showcase Theatre (behind the
CiVIC Center), San Rafael. Thursday,
Nov. 19, 7:00 p.m. Tickets, $3.50,
available at the door.
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Fees to rise
conl 'd from page J

Director of Administration, Milton
Van Dann said that if the state's income
picture continues to be gloomy, the
Legislature might impose additional
cuts in this year's budget. He did not indicate what measures he would recommend to deal with additional cuts.
Von Dann also indicated that the
outlook for next year is not very bright.
Under normal circumstances he would
have presented the Board with a proposed budget fQr the 1982-83 year.
However, he told the members of the
Board that Hastings, like all other state
agencies, had recently received a letter
from the State Department of Finance
asking it to submit budget requests in
October that reflected a 5070 real reduction (after incorporating inflationary
increases) from the 1981-82 operating
levels. Von Damm said later that this
probably means that Hastings will have
its budget cut by the $378,000 that this
5% represents. The school has also
been told, he said, that any "new programs will have to come at the expense
of old programs." He is still preparing
that budget and has not decided how to
deal with the cut.
Academic Dean Wayne Woody also
presented a report on the composition of the first year class. According to-his
statistics, the total class of 527 students
contains 43% women, 29% ethnic
minorities (12% Asian, 6.5070 Black,
10% Chicano, and 1% Native
American). The average age of the class
is 26 years (ranging from 20 to 48) and
81 % are California residents. Finally,
Woody noted that27% of the class isin
the Legal Educational Opportunity
Program and 72% receive some financial aid. The statistics on minority
enrollment will apparently · be of particular interest to state legislators.
Earlier this year, they added language
to the budget requiring Hastings to
report on its efforts to recruit and retain
ethnic minority students, faculty and
staff.
The Board also received an update on
the McAllister Tower construction project. Also referred to by students as the
"Hastings Hilton." McAllister Tower
is one block from Hastings and is being
designed to house approximately 350
students in apartments. Von Darnrn
reported that construction is well ahead
of schedule and the project may be
finished as soon as February. His office
will begin surveying students. soon to

determine if there is enough interest to
justify opening the facility at this early
date if construction proceeds as planned .
Rents have not yet been set for the
apartments, but Prunty asserted that
the project will have to pay for itself.
Even so, this will apparently allow rent
levels to stay "within student financial
aid housing allowances."
In other action, the Board voted to
accept Governor Brown's two new appointments to the Board, Joseph Cotchett and Ralph Abascal. Cochett is a
trial lawyer in San Mateo. Abascal is
the General Counsel for California
Rural Legal Assistance.

Deans change
conl'd from page 1

He did suggest that concerned students
might be allowed to address the faculty
on selected issues, but stated that such a
decision will be made, "by the faculty,
not by the Dean." He said that students
who wanted to speak at faculty
meetings could talk to him, since he
presides over the meetings.

Details of the Dean's division of
responsibilities are as follows:
Dean Prunty:
Academic Salaries; Alumni Relations;
Public
Relations;
Fundraising;
Legislative Relations; Security; LLM
Tax Program (wlWoody); College of
Advocacy.
Dean Woody:
Admissions and Financial Aid; Committee Appointments; Curriculum
Development; Legal Writing and
Research; LEOP and MARP Recruitment; Library; Moot Court; Public Interest Clearinghouse; Records; LLM
Tax Program (w/Prunty).
Dean Cunningham:
Bulletins and Catalogues; Course
Evaluations; Tutorials; Placement;
Registration; Scheduling; Student Information Center; Student Organizations;
TV Office.
Dean Kane:
Academic Standards; Clerical Support; Clinics; Copy Center; Grade NorOffice
Assignments;
malization;
Scholarly Publications; Student Petitions.

Public Interest Law:
Students Seek Progress
by Mark Zemelman

Via the Public Interest Law Association(PILA), students at Hastings are
continuing this year to press for a
Public Interest Law Program. New
students should know that such a program was designed by former Dean
Marvin J. Anderson With student
assistance in 1978. A Director was
hired, and a catalogue description was
released. The project induded both an
academic program and a legal clinic to
serve the residents of the Tenderloin
and provide practical experience for the
entire student body. One side result of
the proposal was that residents of the
hotels tom down to make room for the
new Hastings building at 200
McAllister agreed not to block construction of the building in reliance on
the promise of a clinic. The faculty, for
political. reasons and because of
philosophical objection to public interest programs, shut down the project
in 1979. Instead, they are prompting a
new graduate tax program.
In 1980, students and community
groups flIed a class-action lawsuit
r against the school based on fraud and
breach of contract. Thus far, the suit
has survived demurrers, but class certification was recently denied. An appeal is pending regarding the certification question, but in any case, the named plaintiffs still have a viable cause of
action.
Hastings students also went to the
California State Legislature last year
and disputed faculty claims that many
classes at Hastings (including first-year
courses and classes such as Constitutional Law and Remedies) are actually
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"Public Interest" courses. Students
also brought a resolution to the San
FranciSco Board of Supervisors criticizing Hastings for its elimination of the
program.
This year we stand to make strong
gains. We will return to the legislature
to ask for language in the Hastings
budget directing that funds be spent on
public interest courses. We will continue to lobby for passage of the Supervisors' resolution. Additionally, we are
planning to approach the Board of
Directors of the Alumni. Our fundamental argument remains the same:
as a State institution, Hastings is not
adequately serving all the citizens of
California as long as the entirety of
coursework is directed towards (profitmaking) corporate work. For those
who wish to serve the vast numbers of
underrepresented citizens in this state,
the education at Hastings, especially in
the area of practical skills, is sorely deficient.
Finally, PILA is working this year
with other groups to arrange a series of
forums. Thus far, we are co-sponsoring
forums on Legal Issues of American Intervention in El Salvador (focussing on
the lawsuit flIed by 29 members of Congress against President Reagan), The
Use of International Law in Domestic
Suits, and Public Interest Practice in
California.
We need more assistance in all
aspects of this year's work; lobbying,
forums, and contacts. If you are interested in helping, drop a note in
Locker #144 or under the door at Rm
450 in 198 McAllister Bldg. Time commitments are, of course, very flexible as
we all have busy schedules.

352 Golden Gate Avenue, San FranCISCo, California 94102
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BAA REVIEW

BAR/BRI CORDIALLY INVITES
ALL INTERESTED HASTINGS STUDENTS

ｈａｉｔｎｾ＠

TO OUR SECOND ANNUAL

BOOI<ITOR€

Corporations
LECTURE
"LIVE" BY PROFESSOR JOHN MOYL UN IVERS ITY OF DENVER,

ｄｏｗｎｓｔｴｦｬｾＭＱＹＸ＠

• ｃａｓＭｅｂｏｾ
• OUTLINES• ｈｏｒｎｂｾｓＭ
• NUTS-HELLS• S-UPPLlES• PEG'S- WORLD-FAMOUS- HOS-PITALlTV
• NO ｂｏｾｓＭｔｒｅ＠
MORE CON\lENIENTI

SCHOOL OF LAW
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1981 IN CLASSROOM B
\

9:00

A.M. TO

NOONI LUNCH BREAK/ 1:00

P.M. TO

ADMISSION FREE

M01lLlST€R
HARCOURT BRACE JOVANOVICH LAW GROUP

5:00

P.M.

